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We don’t see many modded F3x 3 Series in the mag, but cars like this
Schmiedmann S3 335i make up for that in a big way…
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o us here at PBMW HQ it
feels a bit like the F3x is the
forgotten 3 Series, at least as
far as the modding scene is
concerned. The F3x came out
in 2011, that’s eight years ago, and yet
compared with the E9x we’ve featured so
few of them – the ones we have featured
so far have been awesome builds, but we
swear we could count them all on the
fingers of one hand. The M3 and M4 have
been absolutely embraced by the BMW
scene and we’re constantly inundated
with stunning examples but, for whatever
reason, people just haven’t fallen in love

with the Fx3, which is weird. It’s not a
bad-looking car by any stretch of the
imagination, it’s really good to drive and
it offers up a wide range of potent models
– the cheapest F30s start from under £6k
and while those aren’t especially exciting
versions, it’s certainly not a lot of money
for a modern and well-equipped BM.
Check out our Quick Guide over on p64
to see just how good value for money the
F3x is. But we digress; while the general
modding population hasn’t leapt on the
F3x, it’s great to see a company like
Schmiedmann paying it plenty of attention
and tapping into its considerable potential.
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to buy this car because
“ I decided
I think the F30 335i has so

much potential in terms of
performance and
also visually

”
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This awesome S3 335i demonstrates just
what the F30 is capable of and what can
be achieved when you have the vision
and know-how to hit a build hard and get
serious results.
This particular F30 belongs to Martin
Thorup Andresen, CEO of Schmiedmann
itself, and seeing as Schmiedmann is home
to all things great and good when it comes
to looking after and modding your BM, it’s
no surprise that the man himself has been
a fan of Bavarian motoring for many years.
“When I was 15/16 years old I went for a
drive as a passenger in a tuned E21 323i; I
was very impressed with it, especially the
sound of the six-cylinder engine, and also
the performance and looks,” says Martin
and from that moment he was hooked. For
his first car he chose an E30 (“Because
the E30 was, and still is, a great-looking
car”) and has in total, he estimates, owned
about 20 BMWs; “I’ve had everything from
my first E30 to an E39 M5, E38s, an E90
335i, E65s, an F10 550i, E85 Z4, and all of
them modified,” he grins. You may notice
that list is missing something from the
F3x range and Martin clearly noticed that
too because he decided to do something
about it. “I decided to buy this car because
I think the F30 335i has so much potential
in terms performance and also visually,” he
explains and we’d have to agree with him
there. “I found it in an online auction, it
was very standard, but it had xenons and
Sport seats which was most important for
me,” he adds, and was there a plan? “Yep,”
he grins…
As you can see from the pics, this F30
has had a whole heap of seriously nice
mods thrown at it and Martin and the
Schmiedmann team have ensured this car
makes a big impact from the moment you
set eyes on it. “I like the F80 M3, so a lot
of the inspiration came from that model,”
explains Martin. “In fact, I have always
liked to take the models just below the
M cars and modify them so their looks
and performance nearly matches that
of the Ms, and sometimes even exceeds
them, while still being more affordable
regarding the buying price, insurance,
servicing etc.” and that’s definitely a good
philosophy and the exact mindset of most
modders. In terms of styling, while the S3
may look relatively subtle at first glance,
you quickly realise that there is an awful
lot going on here and the car’s whole look
has been comprehensively transformed.
Up front, Martin has replaced the F30’s
horrible chrome grille with a gloss black
item with double slats, an M-inspired
look in itself, and he’s then added an Evo
3 front lip spoiler in matt black, which
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adds an element of subtle aggression
to the front end, but what really makes
the difference here is the bonnet. It’s an
Evo II item complete with power dome,
which instantly gives this F30 a far more
muscular appearance. The stock front
arches have been replaced with completely
new metal items that come with M3-style
vents and they look fantastic, giving the
F30 a pumped-up look, and they are joined
by a pair of side skirt extensions to give
the flanks a bit more visual flair. Carbon
mirror covers have also been added and
the chrome window surrounds have been
replaced with High Gloss Shadowline ones
to keep everything on message with the
black. At the rear, meanwhile, you will
find a carbon boot spoiler, M Performance
LCI Black Line LED lights and a seriously
aggressive diffuser, which really fills out

Schmiedmann
F30 S3 335i
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre straight-six turbo N55B30M0, Burger
Motorsports Performance Intake, Wagner
Evo 2 Competition intercooler, custom micro
sandblasted Schmiedmann by Supersprint
exhaust with quad carbon tips, BMS JB4. Eightspeed automatic gearbox upgraded to Sport auto

CHASSIS
9x20” ET35 (front) and 9x20” ET30 (rear)
Z-Performance Type 6 ZP6.1 wheels with polished
faces and gloss black barrels, 225/35 (front) and
255/30 (rear) tyres, Bilstein B16 coilovers, BMW M
Performance BBK with four-piston yellow calipers
and 370x30mm discs (front) and two-piston yellow
calipers and 345x24mm discs (rear)

EXTERIOR
Black Sapphire metallic, Motorsport III styling kit
comprising front spoiler, side skirts, rear skirt
and rear diffuser, gloss black double slat kidney
grilles, Evo 3 matt black front lip spoiler, Evo II
power dome bonnet, metal M3-style front arches,
carbon mirror covers, High Gloss Shadowline
window surrounds, Evo X matt black side skirt
extensions, Air Flow carbon rear spoiler, M
Performance LCI Black Line LED rear lights,
Schmiedmann bonnet and boot roundels

INTERIOR
M Sport steering wheel with paddle shift, M
Performance seven piece carbon and Alcantara
interior trim kit, M Performance carbon and
Alcantara steering wheel trim, M Performance
carbon and Alcantara gear selector cover and
handbrake handle, Schmiedmann black alloy
pedal set, Schmiedmann Exclusive anthracite
floor mats, Schmiedmann black fabric boot liner,
M Sport door sills (front and rear), Schmiedmann
steering wheel badge, red start-stop button

THANKS
Our great suppliers: Supersprint, Wagner tuning,
Z-Performance, Bilstein, Zimmermann, Burger
Motorsports, and of course our technicians Jonas
and Simon, and our workshop foreman Chris
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the rear bumper and adds an
awesome finishing touch to the exterior
styling enhancements.
The interior, meanwhile, has also
received a host of styling touches to
set this car apart from the F30 crowd,
with the Schmiedmann catalogue having
been raided for some choice mods. First
of all, the Schmiedmann team flexed
their modding muscles by upgrading
the auto ’box to a Sport auto and fitting
the corresponding paddle shift steering
wheel to go with it, giving Martin a more
involving driving experience. Next up, it
was time to hit the interior with a serious
dose of carbon and Alcantara and that’s
served up courtesy of the M Performance
seven piece trim kit, which adds this sexy
combo of materials to the doors, centre
console and dashboard, instantly giving
the cabin a far more sporty feel. Martin
has also added a carbon and Alcantara
insert for the steering wheel, a carbon and
Alcantara handbrake handle and a carbon
and Alcantara gear selector. The finishing
flourishes in here include the red start/
stop button, Schmiedmann black alloy
pedal set, Schmiedmann anthracite mats
and boot mat, M Sport door sills and a
Schmiedmann steering wheel badge, which
matches the Schmiedmann roundels found
on the outside.
So this F30 looks good on the inside and
out but this isn’t just a styling exercise –
this is a 335i after all so engine mods were
always on the cards. The single-turbo N55
has been treated to a whole selection of
tasty performance mods, starting with a
Burger Motorsports Performance Intake
to help that turbo suck in as much air
as possible, and it has been joined by a
Wagner Evo 2 Competition intercooler
to keep intake temps down and power
up. The exhaust, meanwhile, is a custombuilt, micro sandblasted Schmiedmann by
Supersprint system with carbon tailpipes
emblazoned with the Schmiedmann logo,
and they look awesome poking out from
the rear valance. The final piece of the
performance puzzle, and the element
which really ups the power, is the Burger
JB4 which, combined with all the other
mods, delivers a seriously healthy 400hp,
which makes this 335i a formidable
performance machine.
To go with this hike in power, Martin
has also added some chassis mods to make
sure that the rest of the 335i can cope with
all that newfound performance, as well as
helping to enhance the car’s looks – always
a bonus. When it came to suspension,
springs would have been fine for achieving
a simple drop but, as you can see from the

Schmiedmann
by Supersprint
exhaust

“

The final piece of the
performance puzzle, and the
element which really ups the
power, is the Burger JB4
which, combined with
all the other mods, delivers
a seriously healthy 400hp

”
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Schmiedmann
roundels front
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rest of the build, Martin doesn’t do things
by halves and so he went all out with a
set of coilovers. “I chose the Bilstein B16
coilovers because Bilstein is great quality,
and they have even been an OE supplier
to BMW. I also chose the B16 kit because
you can adjust everything from the height
to stiffness,” explains Martin and that
adjustment on the coilovers has been put
to good use, delivering a tasty drop over
those Z-Performance Type 6 ZP6.1 20s.
“I really like the Z-Performance wheels,
especially because of the concave design
they have on almost all of their wheels,”
Martin says. “I also chose this particular
wheel because it’s very open so you have
a good view of the M Performance brakes
behind them – they are very easy to clean
as well,” he adds with a grin, and that’s
always a bonus. The five-spoke wheels,
finished in black with polished faces, really
suit the F30, with that aggressive concave

design, and the widely-spaced spokes
really show off those monster brakes. This
M Performance BBK features four-pot
calipers up front and two-pots at the rear,
both clamping drilled discs, delivering an
impressive upgrade in stopping power to
go with the increase in performance.
We might not have featured many F3x
builds but cars like this certainly make
up for that, as this is a comprehensively
modded example and Martin has done
an awesome job. What’s so impressive
here is that there are plenty of touches
that help to make this a special car, like
that bonnet and the metal front arches,
the custom exhaust system and the BBK
– if ever there was an F30 to inspire you
and show you what’s possible, this is it.
Needless to say, Martin is more than a
little happy with the end result and this
is without doubt a car that always leaves
him with a big smile on his face. “The

Sexy carbon spoiler

Bilstein B16 coilovers
deliver a tasty drop over
the Z-Performance 20s
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Schmiedmann by Supersprint exhaust is
my favourite modification, the sound is
perfect – and the four carbon tailpipes just
look great,” he grins. “But I do also like
the Burger JB4 tuning box a lot, which
you can put in different modes directly
from the multifunction steering wheel.
The open Burger Motorsports air filter and
intake kit also contribute to a great sound
and performance,” he adds. While there
are a couple of additional mods planned
– namely an M Performance engine cover
and a strut brace – Martin is already
thinking about his next purchase and
inevitable project, a G30 540i. Going by his
promiscuous motoring past that comes as
no surprise, and you know that’s going to
be a pretty serious build as well. But, until
that purchase, you can bet he’s going to
be having a hell of a lot of fun with his S3
because this is a mighty machine and an
F30 to be proud of ●

Schmiedmann
boot mat

